INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Keep these instructions for future use

SINGLE PENDANT CORD KIT

CAUTION:

-Professional installation is strongly reccomended.
-READ these safety instructions entirely prior to installation.
-DO NOT BEGIN INSTALLATION UNTIL ALL ELECTRICAL POWER TO
THE INSTALLATION SITE HAS BEEN TURNED OF AT THE CIRCUIT
BREAKER!

RECOMMENDED TOOLS AND MATERIALS:
#2 Phillips screwdriver
Tape measure

Electrical tape
Wire cutters

Small slotted head screwdriver

THIS PRODUCT INCLUDES:
A. - Wire connector terminal
B. - Canopy cover plate
C. - Metal crossbar
D. - Threaded nipple and nut
E. - Upper plastic bezel
F. - Lower plastic bezel
G. - Fabric wrapped cord (8 feet)
H. - Pendant socket
J. - Threaded socket ring
K. - 1.25” Mounting screws (X2)
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Attention: If you do not have an existing electrical light box in your
intended installation site, have one installed by a licensed electrician.

1
To adjust the cord length, detach the lower plastic bezel from the upper plastic bezel by
unscrewing it completely. Determine the length of cord you need then cut, leaving approximately
three extra inches above the threaded nipple.

2
Starting at the cut end, strip the fabric-wrapped cord to expose the individual wires. Reuse the
included wire connector terminal to join wires of matching colors from the fabric-wrapped cord to
the wires at the installation site.

3
Loosen metal crossbar from the threaded nipple and nut. Using a screwdriver and the provided
mounting screws, fasten the metal crossbar to the junction box at the installation site.

4
Lift up the canopy cover plate and connected components to the metal crossbar and rotate the entire
assembly clockwise to screw the threaded nipple into the metal crossbar until the cover plate is flush
with the ceiling. To avoid wiring failures, do not allow the fabric-wrapped cord to twist during this
process.

5
Reconnect the lower plastic bezel to the upper plastic bezel and tighten completely.

6
Unscrew the threaded socket ring and insert the socket into the pendant’s connection point, then
replaced the threaded socket ring to complete assembly.

7
Restore power to the installation site then turn on your pendant.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
This pendant cord kit does not require grounding. If your junction box has an ungrounded (green) ground wire,
fasten it to your junction box or the metal crossbar of the pendant cord kit.
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